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SUMMARY
Concerns of till depth and wet areas in the region prompted the licensee (Henry Schenkels) to
do some investigative exploration that would legitimize or dismiss these concerns. To
accomplish this objective, two areas 500 meters apart became the focus of the 2017 exploration
and were ultimately pitted and trenched using an excavator.
The western part of Exploration License 51051 was chosen to determine if soil sampling could
be an effective gold searching tool in an area where the till was thought to be relatively deep.
The area tested in 2017 was a westerly extension of a soil sampling grid where previous license
holders had soil sampling return an elevated gold value of 0.349 g/t gold. Their geophysical
Very Low Frequency (VLF) surveys showed positive and negative responses suggestive of a
bedrock source.
The main initial exploration effort in 2017 on License 51051 included the collection by Henry
Schenkels of 45 soil samples from the B horizon and assayed for gold at Dalhousie University's
Mineral Engineering Centre (MEC). Gold values up to 0.127 mg/kg were returned with 5
samples returning gold values greater than 0.020 mg/kg. The soil samples were also tested by
Henry Schenkels using the Nova Scotia Prospectors Association X-ray Fluorescence (XRF)
unit located at the Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources core library in Stellarton Nova
Scotia.
One hundred meters of continuous trenching on the western-most trench was planned over a
possible gold trend but this continuous trenching quickly abandoned in favour of four pits along
the planned trench line due to the till being over twelve feet deep and there being severe safety
concerns raised by caving trench walls. Bedrock was reached in two of the pits but it was very
hard to break out material for examination. In pit #3, bedrock that appeared to be a bit raised
was broken out and examined. This bedrock material contained a small quartz vein that was
tightly folded. A sample of this bedrock was assayed at MEC but returned a gold value below
the lab’s detection limit.
The eastern-most trench was planned in a semi-wet area where the overburden above bedrock
was thought to be thin and the VLF geophysical indications by previous owners could be
investigated. About one hundred twenty-five meters of trenching was planned to investigate
VLF values fluctuation (+/-) and to check the VLF high's (conductor) to the south. Due to limited
time/funds only the northern edge of the VLF high's (conductor) was reached. Excavation was
slowed down by deeper than expected overburden, large boulders and water entering the
trench. Where possible, bedrock was broken out and examined at surface. The bedrock was
quartzite (greywacke) for the length of the trench but at the VLF crossover (negative to positive
moving north) the rock contains abundant sulphide that is conductive and magnetic. Two
bedrock samples containing sulphides were assayed for only gold and returned values below
the lab’s detection limit. The trench was not entered to determine the exact dip of the bedding
in bedrock but pictures taken of the bedrock exposure have led to an interpretation that a minor
“S-shaped” fold is present which would affirm being on the southern limb of the Goldenville
anticlinal structure.
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INTRODUCTION
This report is focused on reporting the work done in the first year of tenure which is mainly in
western portion of Exploration Licence 51501 where, prior to 2010, very minimal exploration
has been reported.
Exploration work included in this report was in part funded by the 2017 Nova Scotia Mineral
Incentive Program. The work was primarily intended to increase awareness of the local mineral
potential through the use of cost effective means that produced reliable results on which to build
future mineral exploration programs that could accelerate the property through advanced
exploration and possibly into development.
Exploration Licence 051501 (EL 51501) includes 24 claims (approximately 960 acres) that
were all issued to Henry Schenkels on March 07, 2017 (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Location Map
The red-dashed outline of EL 51501 is overlain on a NovaROC base map for this
portion of National Topographic System (NTS) map sheet 11F/4C. Note the position of
the river systems that reflect east-west and northwesterly striking regional bedrock
structures.
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EL51501 covers a portion of the Goldenville Anticline where previous work by others discovered
favourable indications of gold mineralization in a well-recognized geological setting conducive
to hosting lode gold deposits (GSC 1883), (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Historical Highlights
The red-dashed outline of Exploration Licence 51501 is positioned on the 1893 GSC
geology map (Fletcher and Faribault, 1886) that shows the Goldenville Gold District 13
kilometres to the west and the Wine Harbour Gold District 8 kilometres to the south. All
drill hole collar locations (white circles with red centres, O’Neill, 2016) and tracings of the
Goldenville-Isaac’s Harbour Anticlinal axes (pink lines) are also shown. Note that the
provincial drill hole database does not include any historical drill holes for over 27
kilometres along the GSC’s trace of the Goldenville-Isaac’s Harbour Anticlinal axes from
the Goldenville Gold District to Country Harbour. An apparent flexure where the Isaac’s
Harbour Anticlinal merges with the Goldenville Anticlinal is covered by EL 51501 which
is particularly regionally prospective indicator for hosting structurally controlled lode gold
mineralization. The Goldenville Gold District is about the same distance from the
Sherbrooke Granite as EL51501, another regionally prospective indication.
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LOCATION AND ACCESS
The Indian River prospect is situated along the Goldenville anticlinal axis approximately 13
kilometres east of Nova Scotia's largest historical gold mining district at Goldenville.
Exploration License 51501 consists of twenty-four claims that covers the mapped location of
the Goldenville anticline over about 5.8 kilometres (Figure 2).
To access the EL51501 claims from the town of Antigonish, follow Highway # 7 for about 56
kilometres to Stillwater then turn left onto Highway # 211 and proceed about 11.7 kilometres to
a woods road on the left called the Ferrona Road. Follow the Ferrona Road for 3.5 km to the
claim block.
A reference point on the Western 2017 trench line on the western portion of the claims has
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates in the 1983 North American Datum (NAD 83)
of 590300 East and 4999600 North.
The Ferrona Road is gated and requires crossing private land. If this road cannot be used to
access the claims then several routes using only public roads and crown land may be used to
access the claims.
This region has been relatively difficult to access for many years and it is now becoming more
accessible than ever before in the current era of advanced exploration technology.
There now is a better understanding of the myriad of indicators that can be used to discover
the region’s metallogenic history that formed still-hidden mineral resources. Our reviews of
regional airborne radiometric and magnetic surveys (GSC, 2018a and GSC, 2018b) confirm the
broad structural and geological observations made by E.R. Faribault over 130 years ago.
Systematic and integrated exploration promises to unravel the clues that will lead to a discovery.
It is extremely unusual in the world for over 23 kilometres of highly favourable geological
structures directly along strike of a major gold mining district to have remained virtually untested
and undrilled for the past 130 years. Such opportunities are rarely accessible for investment.

LICENCE TABULATION
License number

Map Sheet

Tract

Claims

EL 51501
EL 51501
EL 51501
EL 51501

11F4C
11F4C
11F4C
11F4C

19
20
21
22

G,H,J
E,F,G,H,J,K,L,M
E,F,G,H,J,K,L,M
E,J,K,L,M
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PREVIOUS WORK
Between 2009 and 2011, the area covered by present day Exploration Licence 51501 was held
under Exploration License 8805 by Exploration Orex then from 2012 to 2015 it was held by
Bruce Mitchell under Exploration Licence 10194 (Mitchell et al 2011, 2013a, 2013b, 2014, 2017;
NovaROC, 2018).
In 2010, Mercator Geological Services (Mercator) of Dartmouth, Nova Scotia and D.R. Duncan
and Associates of Windsor, Nova Scotia identified an area, now covered by Exploration Licence
51501, as an exploration target in a regional compilation for Orex. Field exploration work for
Orex located a small quartz vein that returned assays of 10.9ppm and 12.7 ppm Au on the north
limb of the anticline. An angular quartz vein at least 4 meters thick was found but later
recognized as a boulder by trenching in 2013. Soil sampling found elevated gold and arsenic
values occurred in an elevated gold-only population to the west and a gold +/- arsenic
population in the east. Orex did not renew their exploration licence in late 2011 (Mitchell, 2014).
In 2012 and 2013, Bruce Mitchell did follow up work over the area that included a VLF survey,
soil sampling, rock sampling, stream sediment sampling, till sampling, gold grain counts and
trenching that confirmed the 4 metre quartz vein was a boulder/displaced bedrock. Recent
observations in 2017 suggest its displacement from its bedrock origin may be minimal.
Highlights of these 2009 to 2013 exploration programs are summarized below in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Previous Work Highlights
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GEOLOGICAL SETTING
Lode gold deposits in Nova Scotia are commonly associated with quartz veins in anticlinal fold
axes in Meguma Terrane slates, quartzites and greywacke. Spatially associated minerals may
include pyrite, galena and arsenopyrite which can provide a possible indication of gold being
nearby when observed directly or indirectly using geophysical and geochemical surveys.
License 51501 is 13 kilometres east along the Goldenville Anticlinal axis from the former
Goldenville Gold District (Figure 2). Equidistant between the Goldenville Gold District and
Licence 51501 is the Sherbrooke Granite intrusion.
The northwesterly striking Indian Harbour Fault first mapped by E.R. Faribault has sinistral
horizontal offsets of the stratigraphy and Sherbrooke Granite on the order of 700 to 1200 metres.
Linear topographic depressions help trace the Indian Harbour Fault for tens of kilometres.
Similar northwesterly-trending linear topographic depressions occur on License 51501.

2017 EXPLORATION PROGRAM
In the spring of 2017 a few access routes were evaluated and permission was obtained from
Joe Furlong to use the Ferrona Road as an access route to the mineral claims located on Crown
Land.
Just after spring thaw, forty-five soil samples were collected at Indian River along three grid
lines, each three hundred fifty meters in length. The lines were fifty meters apart and sampling
stations were located about twenty-five meters apart (Figure 4). Some sampling locations were
moved by several meters from their planned location due to wet/peat ground where the
sampling was difficult.

Figure 4: 2017 and Prior Soil Sample Site Locations
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Soil sampling locations were controlled using a Garmin GPS 72 and recorded along with
sample number, soil texture, soil colour and depth of soil horizons. Soil samples were taken
from the B1 zone (top of the B zone) and placed in plastic freezer bags with the sample
identification written on the bags and on homemade plastic tags placed in with the sample.
Some of the soil samples were very wet so all the samples were partially dried near a wood
stove for a few weeks.
A Nova Scotia Mineral Incentive Program (NSMIP) grant was applied for and received to cover
the cost associated with assaying the samples. Forty-five samples were delivered to Dalhousie
University's Mineral Engineering Centre (MEC) for gold assaying using fire assay. Afterwards
the dried pulps (-80 mesh) were picked up from MEC and also tested for multiple elements by
Henry Schenkels using an XRF located at the NSDNR core library in Stellarton NS. All
geochemical results are provided in Appendix A. All soil sample site descriptions are included
in Appendix B.
On receipt of the gold assay results from MEC they were plotted and a possible gold trend was
identified (too few samples to confirm) which corresponded with historical VLF responses
(Figure 5)

Figure 5: 2017 Posted Soil Sample ID’s and Gold Results (Au ppb)
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Based on this information a diamond drill hole was planned but then abandoned in favour of
trenching due to the lack of funding.
In late summer 2017 two trench lines and access routes were brushed out in preparation for
trenching. In the fall of 2017 a large excavator (Hitachi Zaxis 200 LC) owned by George F.
MacDonald and Son's and operated by Melvin MacDonald was hired to do the trenching.
Excavation locations are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Excavation Locations. Blue x’s mark waypoint locations along the edge of the
excavations. The 11-digit number shown for each waypoint is keyed to more detailed
descriptions about the excavation in Appendix C.
The western 2017-planned trench (planned length 100 metres) was intended to expose bedrock
under the “possible gold trend” implied by the soil sampling program but deep till and caving
trench walls were encountered as soon as trenching began. The continuous trenching concept
along this planned trench line was abandoned in favour of sinking four pits to test the till depth
to bedrock.
In two of the pits, bedrock was positively reached. From Pit #3 an excavated bedrock sample
containing a small tightly folded quartz vein was taken for assay at MEC in Halifax.
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Figure 7: Folded Quartz Vein:
Bedrock sample from western 2017-planned trench Pit #3 with a folded quartz vein. The
apparent “S-shape” to the fold shown in this image is not definitive because the sample
could not be oriented with certainty to its original position. It is however a good example
of the complex quartz vein structures present in the area.
The pits along the 2017-planned western trench line were dug, filled in and reclaimed within
the same day.
The eastern 2017-planned trench (planned length 125 metres) was designed to test bedrock in
an area where overburden was expected to be shallow and where untested VLF responses
had been reported. Due to time constraints, only a 92m portion of the planned 125 metres
trench was excavated.
Bedrock was encountered along the length of the trench (92 meters) at various depths which
are reported in Appendix C of this report. The excavator operator was asked to break off pieces
of bedrock where he could and set the material on the west side of the trench for observation
where the material was further broken and examined using a hand lens. In places the bedrock
humps at the bottom of the trench looked to be minor folds in the bedrock. Bedrock humps in
the northern end of the trench had an equidimensional cross-section that would be consistent
to “M-shaped” minor folds near fold axes. Possible asymmetric “S-shaped” folds / bedrock
11

humps expected to be seen on the southern limb of an anticlinal structure occur further south
in the trench from these “M-shaped” humps (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: “Bedrock Humps” in Eastern 2017 Trench
This image (DSCN 0304) was taken from atop the western wall of the Eastern 2017
Trench near waypoint 20170925016 with the fingers pointing east. The “bedrock humps”
appear to have an “S-Shaped” asymmetry with the short side of the minor fold dipping
north (similar to the plane made by the hand). The shape of the bedrock “humps” could
also be an artifact of a straight bucket edge and its scraping action. This highlights the
limitations of observations that can only be safely made from the top of a bucket-wide
deep trench.
All portions of the eastern 2017-planned trench that were opened were also filled in and
reclaimed before sundown of the same day.
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Two bedrock samples were collected from sulfidic bedrock exposed in the eastern trench and
sent for assay at MEC in Halifax. These bedrock samples did not return any gold values above
the lab detection limit of 3 parts per billion (ppb). All 2017 rock sample locations assays are
shown on Figure 7.

Figure 9: 2017 Rock Sample Locations
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Results from historical work and current work were digitally compiled and compared using
MapInfo desktop mapping software. A synopsis of these compiled highlights is provided below
in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Compiled Highlights
The brightly coloured base layer is the first vertical derivative of the aeromagnetic total
field strength (GSC, 2018a) showing magnetic variation within Meguma stratigraphy. A
topographic layer is next that shows lakes, roads and drainage patterns (NovaROC,
2018). Northwesterly trending drainage patterns that roughly parallel the sinistral Indian
Harbour Fault are highlighted with black dashed lines. The Goldenville Anticlinal Zone
is shown arching through EL 51501 between solid pink lines. Historical and recent soil
sample sites are shown as small black crosses. Soil sites with gold values from 10 to
99ppb Au are shown as small golden circles and sites with greater than 100ppb gold
values are shown as larger red circles. Rock samples are difficult the best gold values
in rocks to date are shown as blue diamonds. Dashed yellow lines are Fraser Filtered
VLF EM conductor traces. A 30cm thick quartz vein mapped by Fairibault is shown as a
white bar on the eastern part of the Licence. Four excavation trench lines are shown as
red-rimmed white lines in the western part of the licence.
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CONCLUSIONS
Deep overburden, wet peat bog areas and transported till all contribute to masking the bedrock
and anyone’s ability to directly determine its prospectivity.
Geochemical results from the soil and till sampling surveys in the area have had some limited
effectiveness in identifying mineralized bedrock sources using gold and arsenic values.
Previous worker’s VLF geophysical surveys reveal areas of interest that require follow-up
exploration work and may be useful for remotely mapping marker horizons within the bedrock.
The Goldenville Anticlinal Zone (Figure 10) is up to 400m wide within EL 51501 and is
characterized by quartz veining, elevated gold plus/minus arsenic in soil, till and rocks and VLF
responses.
Getting useful continuous bedrock exposures using an excavator for reliable resource
estimations is now considered to not be generally feasible in this area due to overburden
thickness being deeper than an excavator can expose bedrock for safe and thorough
investigations and sampling.
Diamond drill coring would be the best method to provide the first definitive assessment of the
bedrock potential for hosting gold mineralization in this regionally prospective setting within the
Goldenville Anticlinal Zone.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Further geochemical and geophysical surveys may further refine the geological model however
there are enough indications at present to start the planning and preparation for drilling a 500
metre north-south fence of inclined drill holes that would systematically test across the anticlinal
zone starting from the north side of the West Branch of Indian River.
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